
Implement social distancing measures quickly and easily with Flexipath Covid-19, a single-
tier, lightweight walkway mat with delineated stand zones in alternating colour blocks.

As Covid-19 lockdown restrictions begin to ease, many businesses face the challenge of continuing 
or restarting operations while complying with social distancing measures. Our Flexipath Covid-19 
matting has delineated stand zones that allow customers, visitors and employees to easily observe 
social distancing rules. 
 
The mat’s alternating colour blocks makes it ideal for businesses with queuing customers or 
workplaces with standing employees. The lightweight construction means the mat is quick to install 
and easy to move if needed. 

Flexipath Covid-19

Certified slip resistant 
(DIN 51130: R11, 
DIN 51097:C)

Excellent drainage 
(DIN 51130: V10)

Easy to clean Contours to 
uneven surfaces 

and comfortable to 
stand on

Quick to install  
and move if 

needed

Etched surface Open-grid 
construction

Resistant to most 
acids, alkali and oils                              

Single tier,  
lightweight 

construction

Comes in rolls of  
up to 24m (84’)

Features: 

Benefits:

Lightweight, slip-resistant delineated walkway and safety stand 
zone matting for visitors, customers and employees. 

Russell Gardens, Wickford  
Essex, SS11 8DN
+44 (0) 1268 571 116

UK + USA manufactured  
matting products:
plastexmatting.com

Plastic Extruders Ltd.
90cm wide : €59.00 per metre

60cm wide : €41.00 per metre 

TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT PAT WALSH

087 903 5009

pat@walshscarpets.com



Make it easy for your customers and employees to observe social distancing measures with 
Crossline Covid-19, a two-layer walkway mat with colour delineated stand zones.

As Covid-19 lockdown restrictions begin to ease, many businesses face the challenge of continuing 
or restarting operations while complying with social distancing measures. Our Crossline Covid-19 
matting has delineated stand zones that make it easy to implement social distancing.  
 
Ideal for businesses with queuing customers or workplaces with standing employees, Crossline 
Covid-19 is quick to install and easy to move as needed.

Crossline Covid-19

Certified slip 
resistance (DIN 

51130: R10)

Excellent drainage 
(DIN 51130: V10)

Contours to any 
surface

Easily cleaned & 
resistant to most 

chemicals

Quick to install 
and move if  

needed

Diamond-cut 
pattern

Two-layer 
construction

Flexible, one-piece 
construction

Open grid, non-
porous flexible PVC

Comes in rolls of 
up to 24m (80’)

Features: 

Benefits:

Two-layer walkway matting with delineated safety stand zones 
for visitors, customers and employees.

Russell Gardens, Wickford  
Essex, SS11 8DN
+44 (0) 1268 571 116

UK + USA manufactured  
matting products:
plastexmatting.com

Plastic Extruders Ltd.

91cm wide : €90.00 per metre

60cm wide : €54.00 per metre 

TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT PAT WALSH

087 903 5009

pat@walshscarpets.com



Covid 19 - Entrance Mats - €139 each

TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT PAT WALSH

087 903 5009

pat@walshscarpets.com

150cm x 90cm Floor Mats - €49 each

TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT PAT WALSH

087 903 5009

pat@walshscarpets.com


